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SPAIN

Cabernet Sauvignon 2018
AVA: Monterey County, CALIFORNIA.

By: Le Vigne de Domenico Winery, Paso Robles, CA.
Bottled: 10/04/2019
Production: 138 Cases
Pack: 12x750 ml – Closure: Cork.
Vineyard: 25-Yr old vines, 1,210 Ft ASL, on Sandstone and Shaly Loam soils.
Grape: Cabernet Sauvignon, 100%.
Harvest: By hand.
Vinification: The grapes are de-stemmed, and fermented in stainless steel tanks for 20 days at 23º C.
Aging: 6 Mo. in French oak barrels.
Production: 138 Cases.
Availability: At Selected NC Fine Dinning Locations.
Serving Temp.: 64º F.
Tasting Notes: Cabernet flavor-packed, smooth, juicy,
with a nuance of meringue in the lingering finish.
Best With: Grilled meats, stews, sausages, red-sauce pastas, antipasto, aged cheeses.
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The label concept applied to the SOLO and LEAP labels is two-fold:
1) Bring attention to our wonderful North Carolina inland and Coastal waters.
2) Bring attention to our World’s changing weather patterns.
Our NC
weather patterns have significantly changed in the last decade, or so. The activity depicted on the
1
SOLO label, windsurfing on Jordan Lake, was possible practically every week due to the beautiful and constant
South-component winds that prevailed for millennia.
However, such changed starting in 2012. Today the most common prevailing winds are NE. This brings
radically different weather conditions, which may not be the best thing for the delicate environment of our state.
The Ocean off our Outer Banks has turned rather cold, even in August. Our beautiful Pamlico Sound is being
affected by the NE winds pushing the waters South toward the inlets, and, therefore, out to the Ocean.
The beach erosion on the sound-side of the Outer Banks has accelerated, with most having to be constantly
replenished, or let it be all together gone... if it wasn’t for rock walls preventing further erosion, which also need
to be replenished.
Please mind our environment. It is essential to human life’s survival. We are it. Lets not commit mass suicide!

